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1 OVERVIEW
Helping consumers choose healthy food is vital for public health, considering obesity and other diet-related
issues have raised more concerns for society. Especially in areas considered to be ’food deserts,’ neighborhoods
in which healthy food is expensive and/or difficult to find[4]. According to a recent survey by the International
Food Information Council Foundation [3], consumers are confused given the overwhelming amount of nutrition
information around food choices. In particular, consumers tend to struggle when comparing products based on
ingredients and nutrition.

Health labels are to help consumers understand the nutritional quality of food products and to improve purchase
decisions regarding diet and health[6]. One of the deciding factors when selecting food items is knowledge about
what nutrients are in them. Currently, in the United States, the Food and Drug Administration(FDA) regulates the
design of the nutritional label and constantly works on improving its design to improve comprehension further.
However, the current design is still complicated for consumers to interpret to make accurate comparisons between
food products[11]. Notably, people tend to make mistakes when performing computations and estimating the
contribution of a food product to their daily nutrient requirements. Additionally, since numeracy has proved to
be essential in interpreting nutritional literacy[11], adults with a lower socioeconomic status(SES) can experience
an increased misunderstanding of nutritional labels[1].

This study aims to answer the following question... To what extent can a new interactive visualization of a
nutritional label support comparison of products?

We propose introducing a new visualization designed to support comparisons and make it easier to make
diet-based decisions by allowing the consumer to recognize similarities and differences in products’ nutritional
labels easily. We want to assess three directions out of our new visualization: informed dietary decisions, better
comprehension, and consumer’s attitude when using this tool.
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1.1 Informed Dietary Decisions
When we say we want to build an interactive visualization that supports comparing products to promote informed
dietary decisions, we want to help users accurately choose the best products for their diets. Since previous studies
have shown that patients with dietary needs still struggle in understanding nutritional labels[11], we can assume
this causes friction in choosing the best product for their dietary needs since comprehension of nutritional labels
plays a massive factor in product decision-making[6]. In order to assess if our design supports informed dietary
decisions, we look to answer the following research question:

RQ1: Can an interactive visualization nutritional label help consumers make more informed dietary-based
decisions faster and more accurately compared to the original nutritional label?

1.2 Comprehension
There have been other studies attempting to create visualizations to illustrate the ingredients and nutrients
within certain products[2, 5, 7, 9]. However, either these visualizations never completed a user study for compre-
hension, or they still possess confusion when completing the task of understanding the nutrient information
per serving size or for the entire product. Notably, none of these visualizations were interactive for users; they
were all static visualizations. Poor label comprehension associates with low-level literacy and numeracy skills,
but even people with higher literacy skills still presented difficulty with food label comprehension. Within our
interactive visualization, we want to illustrate nutrients and ingredients with less mathematical expressions
needed to comprehend products’ nutrition and an increase of graph-based visualizations that increase food label
comprehension. To assess comprehension of our design, we ask the following question:

RQ2: Can comprehension of a nutritional label increase if the contents of the label were visually shown rather
than numerically?

1.3 Attitude
Online grocery shopping can have a multitude of benefits, especially for those in low-income neighborhoods. Such
as the potential to increase healthy choices via reduced unhealthy impulse purchases, nutrition labeling strategies,
and can overcome food access limitations[8]. However, despite these benefits, the general attitude of online
grocery shopping for participants with Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program(SNAP) is still uninterested[10].
SNAP participants see the benefits of online grocery shopping but see no motivation to participate in their
family’s grocery shopping through an online environment. We want to see if an interactive tool that supports
easier comparison of products can influence consumers’ attitude towards online grocery shopping with the
following questions:

RQ3: Can a tool that supports comparison between products change a person’s attitude toward online grocery
shopping?

RQ4: Can a tool that supports comparison between products motivate a consumer to use an online grocery
environment more?

With these questions, we hope to create an interactive visualization design of the current nutritional label that
can better support people’s decision-making when comparing products based on nutritional contents, especially
for low-income neighborhoods. In the remainder of this proposal, we describe our design choices as well as
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design variations. Finally, we propose to conduct a preliminary study to test the user preference and performance
of our design variations and compare them to the standard nutrition label.
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Fig. 1. Summer literature Review
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Fig. 2. Summer literature Review Continued
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